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ABSTRACT
Interest in the use of anti-pitching fins on ships has been in-
creasing in recent years. It has been found that although bow anti-
pitching fins appreciably reduce pitch amplitudes, serious transverse
bow vibrations have accompanied their use. These vibrations are es-
pecially serious when the ship operates in heavy seas and appear to
be induced when the ship's bow is pitching down.
One explanation of the cause of these vibrations is that they
result from flow separation on the top surface of the fin when the
hydrodynamic angle of attack exceeds the angle of breakdown. This
causes asymmetric impulses to be transmitted to the ship's bow struc-
ture causing it to vibrate at resonant frequency.
This thesis investigated using boundary layer suction to delay
boundary layer breakdown and extend the angle of breakdown beyond the
hydrodynamic angle of attack which could be expected. A model of a
17,800 ton passenger ship was instrumented for measuring transverse
bow vibrations and applying boundary layer suction to a fin mounted
on the bow. Runs were made in regular waves at the MIT towing tank
with a fin having an aspect ratio equal to h mounted on the base line
of the model. In addition, runs were made with a larger fin having an
aspect ratio equal to 2 mounted 3 inches below the base line. It was
found for the ARii fin that very small vibrations occurred in moderate
waves and that violent vibrations were recorded only when pitch ampli-
tudes were sufficient for the fin to approach or penetrate the free
surface. Accompanying the violent vibrations were large air bubbles
formed in the top surface of the fin which then collapsed and passed
down the side of the ship. Only minor vibrations were recorded for
the AR2 fin on which no bubble formation was observed and the fin did
not approach the free surface. The application of boundary layer suc-
tion appeared to have no measurable effects upon the recorded vibrations
for either fin„
In addition, fin lift curves were experimentally determined for
several suction rates and the results were compared with a theoretical
calculation of hydrodynamic ship fin angle of attack. These calcula-
tions and measurements showed that boundary suction could be expected
to prevent flow separation and delay the angle of breakdown on a ship
operating in only moderate seas and would not be effective in heavy
seas. Transverse bow vibrations could be expected at pitch amplitudes
sufficient to cause the fin to approach emergence at the free surface.
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In recent years, several types of ships have been constructed with
anti-pitehing fins installed on their bow sections. Experimental studies
(3) have demonstrated that these fins can effectively provide sufficient
damping to reduce pitch at resonance up to 67 per cent, depending upon
the geometric characteristic of the fins, the ship form, and the wave
conditions in which the tests are conducted , The ships on which bow
fins have been installed have been plagued by various degrees of trans-
verse bow vibrations and in at least one case, these vibrations were of
such severity that the fins were removed.
Reference (3) suggests that the transverse bow vibrations are
caused by asymmetrical flow separation on the top surface of the fin
which occurs as the bow pitches down. The flow separation results in
air bubbles which collapse at slightly different times on each side of
the bow. The collapse of these bubbles causes asymmetrical impulses on
the bow structure which makes it vibrate at damped resonant frequency.
Reference (3) also suggests that boundary layer suction may be applied
to the top surface of the fin to prevent the separation of flow over
the fin surface
It is the purpose of this thesis to investigate the effects of
using boundary layer suction to control bow vibrations induced by anti-
pitching fins. Although considerable information on boundary layer con-
trol appears in NACA literature, almost all of this is for air foils
tested in wind tunnels at Reynold s numbers considerably above those
used in ship model testing. However, in (lb) boundary layer control
by suction was applied to model roll stabilization fins to compensate
-1-

for "scale effects ," "Scale effects" are caused by a practical require-
ment that small geometrically similar models cannot be tested in -water
while maintaining both constant Froude and Reynolds numbers. Since for
ship model testing, equiralency of Froude number is maintained between
ship and model, model tests are therefore conducted at Reynolds numbers
considerably lower than those that occur for the ship prototype,, Applied
to this situation, "scale effects" would cause flow separation on model
fins to occur sooner and reduce the fin angles of breakdown and maximum
lift coefficients. Therefore, without boundary layer control, flow sepa-
ration on the model fins can be expected to occur in more moderate wave
conditions than would occur in the ship prototype. Reference (li;) demon-
strated that boundary layer suction can be used to increase the maximum
lift coefficient and angle of breakdown for hydrofoils tested at low Rey-
nolds numbers. If it is assumed that flow separation phenomenon induces
undesirable bow vibrations on ship anti-pitching fins, it should be pos-
sible to test the model in ware conditions that produce these vibrations
when suetion is not used. By then applying suction to reestablish un-
separated flow, the undesirable bow vibrations should be reduced or
eliminated.
Because of "scale effects" and correspondingly greater lift and
angles of breakdown for ship fins, the breakdown on the ship could be
expected in more severe wave conditions. However, by properly position-
ing suction slots and controlling suction rates, results similar to those
obtained from model tests should be expected when the ship operates in
heavy seas.
For this thesis, a wooden model of a h&l°9 Ft,, 17,800 ton pas-
senger ship ( A = 100),,on which severe transverse bow vibrations
-2-

induced by anti-pitching fins have actually occurred,, was used. The bow
was cut at the quarter point and was remounted on a steel bar tuned to
vibrate at the same scaled transverse frequency as actually occurred on
the ship prototype , These vibrations were measured by strain gages at-
tached to the bar
In this thesis two fins were used. One fin had an effective aspect
ratio of k and an area equal to 2 12 per eent of the waterplane area.
This fin was mounted at the forward perpendicular at, and parallel to,
the base line A series of runs was made in regular waves at varying
wave heights and wave lengths „ At each wave condition,, runs were made
with and without boundary layer control and the model motions, as well
as bow vibrations, were measured,, In all runs made with this fin a con-
stant towing force was used which corresponded to a ship still water
speed of 17S knots
„
A second fin was constructed with an effective aspect ratio of
2 and an area equal to 8„7 per cent of the waterplane area This fin
was suspended at a prototype depth of 25 feet below the base line „ All
runs Made with this fin were in regular waves having a wave length to
model length ratio (X/L) equal 1 2£ at varying wave heights,, These
runs were made at constant speed corresponding to a ship speed of 11
knots o. As with the small fin, model motions and bow vibrations were
measured in each wave condition, both with and without boundary layer
suctioao
In order to determine the influence of various suction rates on
fin lift and angle of breakdown, each fin was calibrated in the propel-
ler tunnel by measuring the lift as a function of angle of attack at
-3-

varying suction rates Combining this information with a theoretical
calculation of hydrodynamic angles of attack for the fin when installed
upon the model
s the wave conditions at which boundary layer suction may
be effective could be predicted,,
Since the theoretical calculation also included a calculation of
ship heave and pitch
s
a comparison of computed and measured model motions




A. Theoretical calculations ©f heave and pitch at constant speed with mo
hydrofoil
.
The sample calculations for ^/L - 1,25 at a constant speed are given
in Appendix B.
In reference (10) the equations of motion for a ship are given as:
aZ f bZ 4- cZ f d9 * e9 4- g9 .= Fe ^ %
A9 + B9 + 09 f DZ f EZ + GZ = Me ^e* (l)
where F and M are vectorial quantities representing exciting forces and
moments due to wavesj u3Q is the angular frequency of wave encounted;
Z and 9 are linear and angular displacements respectively , The sign
eonvention used is given in Figure I for the formulas (l),
a is the mass of the ship plus the virtual mass accelerated
in the vertical direction,
b is the damping due to heave velocity,
e is buoyancy, lack or excess , at a position in heave,
d is the mass accelerated in the vertical direction due to
pitching,,
e is the vertical damping due to pitching angular velocity,
g is the buoyancy, lack or excess, at a position in pitch,
A is the mass moment of inertia of the ship plus that of
the vertical mass due to pitching around the C,G,
B is the moment of the damping around the C,G e due to pitching
angular velocity,
G is the moment around the C G 9 due to buoyancy, lack or ex-
cess, at a position in pitch.

D is the mass moment «f inertia accelerated around the C,G.
in heaving,
E is the damping moment of inertia around the C,G 9 due to
heaving velocity.
G is the moment around the C eG due to lack or exeess of
buoyancy at a position in heave
„
Calculation of F :
According to reference (10), the maximum heaving force F occurs
when the wave crest is at station 11 and is given as
F = 2pgh\ I - IL
2
II T kni III + T[Vs iv _ kvs v ( 2 )
where
T _ B . 2Tfx ,I - \ j sin —— dx
II = f (1 f
K2 Kfc) | |§ siniX* dx
III = [| (1 + K2K]») S sin ip dx
IV =[|(1 + K2KU ) _i_ £ oos^dx
i
2 JFnT d S A
and
v
*)! & + ,W|f ««»^*
B is the local beam in feet
,
x is the distance in feet from the wave nodal point as given
in Figure I
,
\ is the wave length in feet
S is the local sectional area in Ft„
t is the distance from the C„G of the section,
Vs is the ship speed in Ft„ per sec.
-6-

c is the wave celerity given by the formula c =J fj-^
h is the wave height in feet.
K2 is the added mass coefficient in two dimensional vertical
flow.
*k is the correction for free water surface.
The values of B and S were taken from a body plan of Model B and
are tabulated in Table I,
The values of sin iLUJE and cos 1IL* were calculated for a wave
length of 600 Ft. with the wave crest located at station 11. These
values are listed in Table II.
The locations of the LCG and the LCB were assumed to be at the
midship section for all calculations. This is an approximation but cal-
culations have verified that they are within one foot of the midship
section.
The values of H~_ were taken from Figure II by drawing tangents
d S
at the different sections. These figures are given in Table X.
The local values of Gs were obtained from Figure XII of reference
(18) , K2 was calculated by using the formula: K2 = Cs 7EIL t These
8S
figures are listed in Table VI, The values of IQj were read from Figure
III which was drawn using data given in reference (10)
.
The value of Vs was taken as the ship speed in waves ©f A = 600 Ft.
and 2h = 16.67 Ft. for a tow rope force equivalent to a speed of 17.5 Kts,
in still water. Vs was 11 knots for the ship with small fins installed
under the above conditions.
All integrations were performed using Simpson's First Rule over the
-7-

©yen stations, giving a value of 1*8.19 Ft. for the station spacing. A
sample of the computations of the heaving force for a constant speed for
A/L = 1.25 is given in Table XXII.
Calculations of M :
According to reference (10) , the maximum pitching moment when the
wave nodal point is at station 11 is given as
(m)(Vv fV ^H^^*-klWm^iil dS
where the nomenclature is the same as was used for the force equation (2).
It is noted that the forces are not the same as were previously cal-
culated since the wave nodal point and not the crest is at station 11.
The difference is due to the new values of sin 2_2£x ^^ GOg ZTTx -whigh
a A
are given in Table III.
To calculate the moments, the terms I, II, HI, IV and V calculated
previously were divided by their respective sin 2TTx and cos Vx an<^
were multiplied by the new values. Then they were multiplied by(£ 4- i*- ^
and summed by Simpson's First Rule. This procedure saved much time. A
sample of the calculations for M are given in Table XXII. It should be
noted here that in future calculations, since the moments lead the forces
by 90° in phase, their values will be multiplied by the imaginary unit
vector (j).
Calculations for the coefficients of formula (l) .






m is the mass of the ship equal t© 1,238,260 Lbs. sec.2/Ft.
The local values of SK^Kjj. are given in Table XVIII.
b = N(?)df 2
) >
. 1 2 3 _ _Oe S
where N( C ) is given as Pg2 A~ f^ Q and A = 2e &
sin ((^
e
2 B/2g). The ratio S/B is given in Table I.
c = p \ gBd
^
M eM is independent of speed and wave length,
d = D = p \ (SKgK^) ? d
^
This value has been calculated by multiplying respective values
•f (SKpKjj)
-rrith their relative C and summing.
e= \N(?)d^ -2V3
(J
> \(SK2K]i)d^ - Vsf\fd(SK2Kii )
N(^) had been calculated for "b." The same values were multi-
plied by their local <* and summed. The second term was obtained
by multiplying the values of the second terra of M att by Vg and
summing. The third term was obtained by adding the values of
,
2 a d\ . This was accomplished by reading off the
local slopes from Figure IV and multiplying them by s .
g = ?g\B^ - Vsb
A = J + f \ SK2 Kh f
2
d*j
J is the mass moment of inertia around its C.G. It was obtained
by multiplying the mass by the square of the radius of gyration.
The seeond term was obtained by multiplying the values used for
MdM by t .
B = fl(^) I 2 d^ - 2VS (D) - VsM£ 2d (SK2K^)
-9-

The first tern was obtained by multiplying the values of the
first term of M e M by C and summing. The second tent was ob-
tained by multiplying the values used in the determination ©f
"D" by 2VS . The third term was obtained by multiplying the
third term of tt e H by c and summing.
C = 9«\ B!
2d^ - VS (E)
The first term is constant. It was calculated in Table XX.
The computation ©f the seeond term is obtained by multiplying
«E" by Vs .
D = d
This has been calculated before.
E = U(6W " Vs^Ud(SK2K^}
Both parts were taken from the calculation of Me. M
G = PS\ B^df
This is equal to the first term of "gn
Solutions for the motions at constant speed .
From reference (10) the heave vector is
Z
" QR -PS {k)
and the pitch vector is
FR - JW - PS (5)
where F and H are the previously calculated force and moment vectors.
In addition
P = -aLO e
2
4- jbu09 4- «
3 = -du3Q
2
4- jeiOe 4- g
R = -Du3 e
2 | jEu3a + G
S = -Aui 9
2




Sample calculations of Z and 9 have been presented in Table XXIV.
B. The calculation of the effects of the hydrofoils
The effect of the hydrofoil on the forces, moments and the coeffici-
ents of formula (l) was calculated. From this the new heave and pitch ampli-
tudes were obtained. It was assumed that the lift soefficient varies line-
arly with the angle of attack up t© the stall angle predicted for the parti-
cular hydrofoil.
The lift force
"fy" of the hydrofoil was calculated by
F, = 1/2 p \2kio - Z - « 4 V«) AV32 (7)
where A is the projected area of the hydrofoil ^ CL i s the linearized
slope of the lift coefficient curve and
** Hl^V (8)
where/ £l±i) is the slope of the infinite aspect ratio fin taken from (8).
Vd<X /oo
The term in parenthesis cf equation (7) is the hydrodynamic angle of attack.
6 is the pitch angle of the ship.
Z is the heave velocity.
9 is the angular pitch velocity.
1 is the distance between the hydrofoil and the C.G. of the
ship and is equal to 2li0.9 Ft.




2jThc e N C0s\2]r(x -We*) + 3L
I A 2
(9)
This is given for the origin at the wave crest at station 11.
It should be noted that, as in (£), the horizontal component
-11-

of orbital wave velocity was neglected.
The moment M« ©f the hydrofoil about C.G. was obtained by Multiplying
Fo by the moment arm.
In the sample ealeulations of Table XXV, the following points are
noted:
**a
tt of equation (l) had to be increased by the virtual mass of the
hydrofoil. The virtual mass is given in referenee (£) as
2rra2b 2 , .i = p (10)
where a and b are the half span and the half chord respectively. This
value multiplied by the square of nln gives the increase in the mass moment
of inertia corresponding to coefficient "A*1 in equation (l).
The coefficient for g, e, b, C, B, E, a and A, being scalar quantities
were added to their counter parts taken from previous ealoulations. Sinee
the terms containing V^ were actually vectorial quantities, this had to
be taken into consideration whmn adding to ttFtt and ^M" of equations (l).
The summary of the results of the theoretical calculations are
found in Table XXVTI.
A study of equations (l) and (2) reveals that the final resulting
motions are a linear function of wave height at any one wave length and
model speed. Therefore, for a wave length of 600 feet and with the assump-
tion that the lift curve of the ship fin is linear throughout the range of
the calculation, the theoretical angle of attack for the fin was calculated
for varying wave heights by vectorily adding each term of equation (7).
In this calculation, the effect of changing the wave height was to linearly
change the magnitudes of the vectors in equation (7) while retaining the
same phase relationships between them.
-12-

A sample of the graphical procedure used and the resulting curves of
fin angles of attack as a function of wave height are found in Figure V.
This procedure was repeated for each fin by using measured amplitudes ©f
pitch and heave while retaining the same phase relationships as theoreti-
cally computed.
C. Calculation of wave heights at which model bow submerges and the fin
emerges for /\/L = 1.25 ."
A sample calculation of this procedure is included in Appendix B.
In this calculation the instantaneous values of wave height (hB), pitch
(61) and heave (Z) were vectorially added at the forward perpendicular ®f
the ship. This can be expressed as an equation:
hB - ei - 2 = HB (11)
Where:
HB is the instantaneous draft of bow as measured from the load
waterline
hs is the instantaneous wave height at the forward perpendicular
measured from LWL and is equal to
hB = |h| (cosw Qt 4- ££*) (12)
The origin is at the wave crest at station 11 and
91 - |e|l cos (uO et 4- phase of pitch) (13)
2 = la | cos (cij Qt f phase of heave) (lk)
Do Calculation of fin lift coefficients as a function of angle of attack .
A sample calculation appears in Appendix B.
The lift force, as measured in micro-inches per inch on the Baldwin
strain indicator as the difference from "zero" angle of attack, was found
experimentally for each angle of attack for each run. After averaging the
-13-

readings, correcting for hose influence and converting micro-inches per
inch to pounds of lift, the following equation was used:
CL = r^- (15)
^jf>AV2
L = measured ^lift in pounds




A = projected total surface area of the fin in Ft.
V Z velocity of water flow during the test in Ft. /sec.
E. Effective aspect ratio I4. fin (AR = k*0 fin) .
A complete description of the manufacture and installation of the
ARU fin is given in Appendix A. This fin was a NACA airfoil 0018 having
an effective aspect rati© of h and a projected area equal to 2.12 per
cent ©f the waterplane area. This airfeil was selected primarily because
much ©f the calculated data appearing in (lli) could be used directly.
From (13) it also appeared to be a g@od compromise of all the characteris-
tics desired. It is a symmetrical foil having a relatively high lift drag
rati© and a reasonably high maximum lift coefficient and a sufficient
thickness to chord ratio t© make it structurally feasible f©r installation
on a ship. The fin area was selected in order t© give an approximate
reduction in pitch amplitude equal to 10$.
After the fin and pump were installed and the h©se and electrical
connections made, the model was then weighed and ballasted. This was
done with the electrical cables attached and the tubing filled with water.
All m©del tests were made at a model displacement equal t@ 39.21 pounds
which corresponded to a full load ship displacement equal to 17,800 tons.
The model was then placed in the water and the weight locations were
-lU-

adjusted for zero trim and list. Finally, the radius of gyration ©f the
model was adjusted to be equal to 25 per cent of the model length. The
method used for this adjustment is explained in Appendix B„
The model was then attached to the towing cord and the pan weights
and accelerating distances were adjusted until the still water model speed
corresponded to a ship speed ©f 17 o5 knots. This is 1.06 times the
ship's service speed and equal t© the full speed of the ship when utiliz-
ing its reserve power. All subsequent runs with this fin were made using
the same towing force.
The model was tested in regular waves which, scaled to ship dimen-
sions, are listed in Table XXVUI. At each wave condition, runs were
made both with and without boundary layer suction.
Because it was not known what influence on bow vibrations would re-
suit from boundary layer suction, it was decided to explore the effect of
suction at several wave lengths and at several wave heights in each wave
length. In this way it was hoped that at each wave length a range of wave
heights could be defined over which bow vibrations would be reduced or
eliminated by applying suction. Suction was applied at the rate of 0„6
GPM to the upper surface of the fin for a distance of 0.6 inches from the
leading edge. This suction rate was the highest obtainable for this fin
and was the only control rate used. The transverse bow vibrations and
model speeds were recorded with the Sanborn Recorder for each run.
In order to determine what influence, if any, boundary layer control
had on heave and pitching motions, photographs were taken both with and
without suction during runs denoted by an asterisk in Table XXVIII. The
model motions were measured from photographic negative-s as described in
(19) . Finally a series of runs was made during whieh high speed motion
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pictures were taken of the flow ever the fin surface in order to visually
study flow distribution.
The procedure followed when making runs was as follows:
(1) The wavemaker was adjusted for proper wave length and wave height
with the assistance of calibration curves in the towing tank. These adjust-
ments were checked by using one channel of the Sanborn Recorder to record
the readings from the wave measuring device at the tank. When the correct
wave condition was achieved, the proper wavemaker setting was recorded
and subsequently used whenever tests were run at the same wave condition.
(2) On runs where suction was to be applied, the pump motor was
started.
(3) The wavemaker was started, and the model was released when the
first wave was approximately 20 feet from the beach. During each run,
one man walked along the towing tank, holding the fishpole while carefully
not permitting the electrical connections to influence the model motions.
The other man operated the towing dynamometer, the Sanborn Recorder, and
the camera equipment.
(h) The Sanborn Recorder was started (paper speed = 2$Bra/sec.) in
order to record transverse bow vibrations and model speed. As the model
passed the glass walled section of the tank the cameras were operated,
either for taking motion measurements or motion pictures.
(£) Upon completion of each run, the model was returned to the oppo-
site end of the tank, the data was recorded, and the measurements were
identified. The measured model speed used was the average speed of the
model while passing the glassed wall section of the tank.
F. Effective aspect ratio equal .2 fin (AR = 2.0 fin) .
Because of the inconclusive results obtained using the small fin, it
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was decided to fabricate a large fin having a considerably longer chord.
This was done on the basis of several runs made using an available aluminum
fin having an effective aspect ratio of 1.37 and an area equal to 5.95 par
cent of the waterplane area. The AR2 fin is described in detail in Appen-
dix A. It was an NACA-0018 foil having an effective aspect ratio of 2 and
an area equal to 8,7 per cent of the waterplane area of the model. The
aspect ratio was reduced from that of the smaller fin in order to keep the
span at a reasonable length while retaining a relatively large area and
chord length. In addition, the fin was suspended at a distance of 3 inches
(corresponds to 25 feet for the ship) below the base line. (See Table XXXIII
for a summarized comparison of the two fins.)
All measurements taken with this fin were conducted at a ship wave
length and speed equal to 600 feet and 11 knots respectively. The wave
conditions were varied by varying the wave height in 1.66 foot increments
from 5 feet to 20 feet. At each condition measurement of bow vibrations
and model motions were made, both with and without boundary layer control.
These measurements were carried out in the same manner as previously des-
cribed except that maintaining a constant speed meant that the pan weights
had to be readjusted for each wave condition. The maximum suction rate
obtainable with this fin equaled 1.35 GPM and was the only rate used
throughout the tests.
G. Calibration of fins in Propeller Tunnel .
In order to study the influence of suction on the model motions,
curves of lift versus angle of attack for both fins were required. In
addition, the influence of suction on fin angles of breakdown was needed
so an evaluation could be made of the effectiveness of employing boundary
layer suction to reduce bow vibrations.
-17-

After scute thought it was decided to construct an apparatus that
could be suspended in the propeller tunnel at MIT (ll), which would
Measure lift force as a function of fin angle of attack. This apparatus
is described in detail in Appendix A It measured the vertical shear
forces in the bar. It should be noted that this apparatus did not Meas-
ure the true lift, but it measured only vertical components of lift and
drag. Neglecting the horizontal components was justified on the basis
that these components were small and have been neglected in the theore-
tical calculation. In addition, present facilities are not easily adapt-
able to more accurate measurements. Other errors introduced by bar flexi-
bility, the failure to simulate the exact flow pattern around the model bow,
by making the measurements at a different depth of submergence and by the
suction hose arrangement, all contributed to reducing the overall accuracy
of the measurements. Although a greater accuracy would have been desirable,
the results appeared to adequately justify the "crude ness" of the appara-
tus. Future experimental work can be devised for more aecurate quan-
titative results.
A fairing was installed to divide the flow pattern so that it would
be similar to that of the model. The fairing also surrounded the loop of
suction hose between the end of the horizontal bar and the fin. The water
level was required to be such that the entire apparatus was submerged in
order to prevent surface eddies from influencing the readings. The suc-
tion hose connection induced a shear force in the bar which was a func-
tion of fin angle of attack. Its magnitude was measured by varying the
angle of the fin while the fin was submerged in place in still water.
This was called the hose correction and was algebraically added as a cor-
rection to the final lift measurements. The separate influence of the
fairing and pivot arrangement on lift at various angles of attack was
-18-

checked but found to be negligible.
The apparatus was calibrated by hanging known weights on the fin
end of the horizontal bar and simultaneously recording the reading on
the Baldwin Strain Indicator. A straight line plot -resulted from record-
ing measured readings as a function of the magnitude of the weight at-
tached.
Next, the apparatus was placed in the tunnel and a H zeroH reading
was taken in still water. The flow rate was then adjusted to a water
velocity equal to 1.1 knots (corresponds to a ship speed equal to 11
knots). The angle of attack of the fin was adjusted until the strain
measured equaled the "zero" reading. This fin position was taken as
zero angle of attack.
At least two runs were made at each suction rate by changing the
angle of attack in 5° increments from zero to h5° and recording the strain
in the bar at each angle. One man was stationed at the top of the tunnel
to vary the fin angle of attack and to read the strain indicator. The
other man regulated the tunnel water velocity and suction rate. The suc-
tion rate was measured by calibrating the sight glass on the vacuum pump
receiver. The difference in indicated strain from the w zerow reading could
then be converted into pounds of lift by using Figure VI. Conversion of
the strain measurements to curves of lift coefficient vs. angle of attack




A. AR = k.O Fin .
Figure VII is a plot of the measured pitch versus A/I with and
without boundary layer control
.
Figure VIII is a plot of the measured heave versus tyL with and
without boundary layer control.
Figure IX shows the recorded transverse vibrations of the bow in
water resulting from a light tap.
Figures X, XI and XII show the vibrations of the bow for selected
wave conditions with and without boundary layer control.
Figure XIII shows the plot of lift coefficient versus fin angle of
attack measured in the propeller tunnel, for various boundary layer suc-
tion rates
o
Table XXVIII presents the ranges of wave heights for various wave
lengths where vibrations were observed for the ARli fin.
Tables XXIX and XXX summarize the results obtained for the ARli fin.
B. AR = 2.0 Fin .
Figure XIV is a plot of the measured heave versus wave height for
the fin with and without boundary layer control. These measured values
are also compared with the computed values.
Figure XV is a plot of the observed pitch versus wave height with
and without boundary layer control. These measured values are compared
with computed values.
Figure XVI shows the plot of lift coefficient versus fin angle of




Figures XVII and XVIII show the vibrations of the bow for selected
ware conditions with and without boundary layer control.
Tables XXXI and XXXII summarize the results obtained for the AR2 fin.
C. Theoretical calculations .
Table XXVII presents the results of the theoretical calculations.
Figure V shows the graphical method used and a plot of the result-
ing curves for computing fin hydrodynamic angle of attack as a function
of wave hejght for effective AR * h.0 and AR 2.0.
D. Motion picture data .
From viewing some IjOO feet of 16 am. film taken of the fins under-
water in various wave conditions, it was observed that there was no indi-
cation of boundary layer breakdown on either fin. However when the fin
of effective AR U.O mounted On the base line came verynear the sur-
face or penetrated the surface, a large bubble formed on the top surface
(low pressure) of the fin. This bubble subsequently broke up into small
bubbles which floated aft and up toward the surface along the bow of the
model. The phenomenon occurred with and without boundary layer control.
Figures XT and XIX show the phenomenon observed and the accompanying
recorded transverse bow vibrations.
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IV, DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
A. The effect of boundary layer control oh model bow vibrations for the
AR = luQ fin
~
Referring to Figure I of reference (llj) a fin having as AR = U.O
could tee expected to breakdown at about an angle of attack of 80
(NflQ = 1,756 x 10k) if no boundary layer control were used. Experiment-
ally as shown in Figure XIII there is a definite angle of breakdown at
about 18°, however, the slope of the lift curve is slowly decreasing as
it approaches this angle of breakdown. This can be attributed to a lam-
inar separation which occurs before turbulent separation. This result
is in agreement with experiments conducted at a similar Reynolds number
(Figure XX). The angles of breakdown indicated in reference (lliJ, at
low Reynolds numbers, are extrapolated curves derived from NACA tests
which were conducted at much higher Reynolds numbers where it was found
that the slope of the lift curve was relatively constant up to angles of
attack approaching angle of breakdown.
By applying boundary layer suction to this fin at the rate of 0.6 GPM,
the angle of breakdown was extended to approximately 21° (Figure XIII).
These tests show that boundary layer suction at this rate increases the
angle of breakdown by only 3°. However, the slope of the lift curve has
been improved and the resulting lift is greater. The straighter lift
curve is a result of suction delaying LaimiTiav separation on the top
surface. The increased angle of attack can be attributed to a delay in
laminar separation at the leading edge.* Increased pumping rates extended
the straight line portion of the lift curve and resulted in increased
values of the lift coefficient and angles of breakdown. The measured
* Refer to Appendix G.
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slopes corresponded closely to those predicted by calculation. For the
model tests the pumping rate was limited to the maximum of 0.6 GPM because
of the small size of the fin and the tubing installed in the model.
As noted in Table XXVIII tests were made at five different wave
lengths at various wave heights where it was hoped that the hydrodynamic
O Q
angle of attack would be from 18 to 21 . In this range, boundary layer
control was expected to be effective in delaying the fin angle of break-
down. On the assumption that bow vibrations were induced by flow separa-
tion in this range boundary layer control would then be expected to re-
duce or eliminate the vibrations.
Table XXVIII shows that for A= i|00 Ft. no transverse bow vibrations
were apparent; thus it was assumed that flow separation did not occur
„
At A = £00 Ft. vibrations were apparent at double wave heights of 17.5
Fto and above while very violent vibrations were recorded for 2h = 20.8
Ft. and above_ .(Figure X) , At A = 600 Ft. minor vibrations occurred at
all wave heights, and above 2h = 19.2 Ft. violent vibrations again occurred.
At A a 800 Ft. no vibrations were observed at 2h = 20 Ft. and minor vibra-
tions occurred at 2h = 21.0 Ft, and above. At A = 1,000 Ft. no vibrations
were observed up to 2h = 26.h Ft. and above this wave height moderate
vibrations were recorded. The application of boundary layer suction did
not at any time appear to reduce the above vibrations. This may be for
the following reasons: (l) the range over which boundary layer suction
was effective in increasing the angle of breakdown was so small (about 3°)
for the pumping rate used that wave conditions tested were not in this
range. For this fin a theoretical calculation of hydrodynamic angles of
attack were calculated only for ^/L = 1.2J>; (2) the transition from un-
separated to separated flow was so gradual that the separation point could
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not be clearly defined to actually differentiate between the angles of
breakdown for the suction and no suction testsj (3) the assumed asym-
metrical impulses on the bow resulting from flow separation were not of
sufficient magnitude to record until the hydrodynaraic angle of attack
considerately exceeded the angle of breakdown; (It) it is possible that
transverse boundary vibrations were not a result of the boundary layer
breakdown phenomenon , In high speed motion pictures taken of the flow
pattern over the fin, in instances where no vibrations or moderate
vibrations were recorded, no indications of bubble formation as a' re-
sult of separation were observed,, In contrast, runs In which violent
vibrations were recorded (Figure XXI), it was observed that the fin ap-
proached very closely or actually penetrated the surface of the water
„
Motion pictures taken at these wave conditions showed a definite forma-
tion of a bubble and subsequent bubble collapse (Figure XIX). In these
eases boundary layer control had no effect in reducing vibrations . This
phenomenon is attributed to vortex ventilation which occurs when low as-
pect ratio fins operate near the surface of the water (17) »*
Bo The AR = 2,0 Fin .
Since the tests with the AR = U»0 fin did not conclusively demon-
strate the effectiveness of boundary layer suction in reducing trans-
verse bow vibrations assumed to be induced by boundary layer separation,
a larger fin with a chord - ^ inches and an area equal to 5,9!? per cent
of the waterplane area was used to indicate whether more distinct vibra-
tions would be obtained due to the larger forces involved. As shown by
Figure XII there was an indication that a larger fin may be more effective
in producing positive results. Consequently, the AR 2,0 fin was manu-
factured. In order to eliminate the observed effect of vortex ventilation
* Refer to Appendix C,
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the fin was mounted 3 inches below the base line of the model . In addi-
tion the use of a larger fin resulted in an increase in the maximum rate
of pumping (1,35 GPM).
All tests were made at A/I = 1»25 (near resonance for the ship) at
varying wave heights. Because the hydrodynamic angle of attack varies
linearly with wave height when model speed and wave length are constant,
a computation for one wave length sufficed to explore a full range of
angles of attack where boundary layer control may be effective. All runs
were made at a constant speed (ll knots). This speed was used for the
theoretical calculations and was the same speed which resulted when the
AR " U,0 finned model was tested with a constant tow force at a double
wave height equal to 16.67 Ft. at this wave length.
The lift curves shown in Figure XVI indicate that applying a suc-
tion of 1.35 GPM increases the angle of breakdown for this fin from 1$°
to 20°, It was theoretically determined (Table XXXII) that this suction
rate should be effective in delaying flow separation for wave heights
from 2h = 6 66 Fto to 2h = 9ol7 Ft. In the experiment no significant
vibrations at all were recorded in the above range „ Vibrations were not
recorded below wave heights of 11.67 Ft.,which corresponds to a hydro-
dynamic angle of attack of 27° , which is greater than the theoretical
angle at which boundary layer control could be expected to be effective.
When vibrations were recorded at wave heights above this value (Figure XVTI)
boundary layer suction had no effect. It ii felt that the range of wave
conditions at which boundary layer suction would be effective was thor-
oughly explored; therefore , this strengthens the assumption stated that
boundary layer separation, in itself, does not result in forces large
enough to cause violent transverse bow vibrations. In these tests,
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since the fin was counted 3 inches below the base line and thus did not
penetrate or closely approach the surface of the water, violent vibrations
were not recorded,, Therefore, although boundary layer "separation say
cause minor transverse bow vibrations , violent damaging vibrations are be-
lieved to be the result of vortex ventilation,, The observation of notion
pictures taken in all wave heights recorded with this fin showed no indi-
»
cation of bubble formation thus verifying the above statement.
Co The effect of boundary layer control on fin lift curves .
In order to determine the effectiveness of various boundary layer
control suction rates on the lift of the fins, lift curves were experi-
mentally determined as shown in Figures XIII and XVI „ No attempt was
made to optimize the various parameters effecting this curve relating to
location of points of suction or suction rates relative to these points.
Referring to these figures an increase in suction rate has the effect of
extending the straight line portion of the lift curve and thus' increasing
the maximum lift and the angle of breakdown „ This is true in all cases
except when suction was taken over the entire fin area Since measurements
were taken at $° increments it was difficult to determine the exact angle
of laminar separation. As discussed in reference (l6) for fins tested at
a constant Reynold s number suction applied at, or aft of, the middle
chord length has the effect of straightening the lift curve, but it does
not increase angle of breakdown. The straightening of the curve is at-
tributed to the delay in the point of laminar separation. If boundary
layer suction is applied at or near the leading edge of the fin, laminar
separation is delayed thus extending the lift curve to a greater angle of
breakdown. Since the fins tested had suction areas near the leading edge
only, the resulting curves did not have the constant slope expected but
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showed the effect of lamina**1 separation^ Tout no clear point of lami-
nar separation was defined, and the slope of the curves slowly decreased
until it finally became negative.
Laminae separation is particularly influential in modifying the
slope of the lift curve in tests at low Reynold s numbers such as were
used in this thesis „ At higher Reynold s numbers, there would be a more
definite point of laminar separation. As indicated in Figure I of refer-
ence (lU) for the Reynold s numbers expected on the ship, the angle of
e
breakdown without boundary layer control would be 21 „5 for the AR - U.O
fin and 31° for the AR 2.0 fin, and this would primarily be influenced
by the point of laminar separation. For application of boundary layer
control to ship fins, it is, therefore, necessary to have the suction
slots (and related suction flow rates) first on the after part of the
fin to increase the lift and at the leading edge of the fin to further
increase the lift and the angle of breakdown „ It should be noted, however,
that if boundary control applied to ship fins succeeded in delaying the
angle of breakdown to as much as IiO the double amplitude wave height
necessary in .600 Ft. waves to produce this angle of attack for the AR2
fin is only 18.35 Ft. It is not uncommon that ships can be expected to
operate in waves considerably above this wave height „ It can, therefore,
be concluded that boundary layer control would probably not be effective
in heavy seas and activated fins would probably be a better approach to
solve this problem.
D. Motion measurements of the model with fins installed .
1. Motions as a function of wave length.
It can be observed in Figure VII that pitch amplitude is reduced
by the AR = li.O fin at a A/L 1.25 by about 25 per cent. This compares
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favorably with a calculated pitch reduction of about 2li.£ par canto The
crossover of the curves with and without suction occurs at a A/L = 1.18.
At wave lengths lower than the crossover point, suction appears to reduce
the pitch amplitude o This can be attributed to the increased lift obtain-
able by employing suction at these wave lengths. At wave lengths above
this point the pitch amplitude, when suction was applied, was greater
than without suction. This can be explained by the assumption that boun-
dary layer suction is no longer effective and that the angle of break-
down in both cases has been exceeded. Because suction was applied only
to the top surface of the fin there is little difference in the pressure
distribution on the fins when the ship is pitching down; however, when the
ship is pitching up, suction applied to the top surface of the fin tends
to reduce the distributed pressure on the high pressure surface (rela-
tive to no suction case) thus tends to increase the pitch amplitude. It
is therefore recommended that boundary suction be taken on both surfaces
of the fin, alternately so that full advantage can be taken of the in-
creased lift obtainable by suction and also that the detrimental effects
of suction on the high pressure surface will be eliminated. The experi-
mental accuracy of determining the pitch curves is within 4- 0.5° there-
fore the difference between the suction and no suction cases may not be
as great as the curves demonstrate.
In heave there is no appreciable difference between the suction
and no suction cases although there is some improvement by the addition
of the fin over the no fin case for A/L less than 1.25, (Figure VIII).
2. Motions as a function of wave height for AR2 fin.
Referring to Figures XIV and XV both curves (with and without suc-
tion) vary approximately linearly with wave height. Because of the
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experimental accuracy, stated previously, no definite trends can be de-
tected between these two cases. The experimental accuracy would be im-
proved by using gyroscopes or accelerometers to measure model motions.
With this improved accuracy the effects of the boundary layer control
could be better ascertained.
It is noted that in the above curves, the slope tends to de-
crease at 2h 16,66 Fto This is attributed to the increased damping
caused by observed bow immersion of the model.
E. Theoretical calculations .
Figure XV shows that for the AR = 2.0 fin the amplitude of pitch
measured agrees favorably with calculated amplitudes. For heave (Figure
XIV) the computed values are consistently about 3 feet less than the
measured values of heave . It is believed that this is primarily a result
of the speed influence on the damping coefficients for heave, and also
the effects of the bulb in determining the inertia coefficient could not




lo Boundary layer control is not affective in eliminating transverse
bow vibrations that may be induced by boundary layer separation,
2 Violent damaging vibrations are a result of vortex ventilation.
3. Boundary layer control does delay flow separation; however, the
increase in angle of separation is small, thus for wave heights that
would be expected by the ship in moderate storms, the increased angle
of breakdown resulting from boundary layer control would be exceeded,,
ko Boundary layer control increases the maximum lift obtainable
for a particular fin.
So Boundary layer control did not change the model motions beyond




1. The bow of models used should be "detuned" by using a lighter
more sensitive bar, thus making the bow more sensitive to vibratory-
forces.
2 The location of suction slots and the suction rates should
be optimized for fins tested. Tests should be made at various Reynolds
numbers to show this influence on lift and hydrodynamic angle of attack,,
3. An investigation of the effectiveness of alternate suction on
both sides of the fin should be made
h° Accelaroraeters or gyroscopes should be used to measure the
effect of boundary layer control on model motions,
5« Anti-pi tching fins should be mounted as low as possible or
aft of the fore foot to prevent "ortex ventilation from occurring.
6„ A study should be made on the use of fin vents in controlling
boundary layer separation.
7» A greater pumping capacity should be incorporated in models
for employing boundary layer control.
8. Activated fins should be investigated as a possible solution













































































Figure IX. Bow vibrations with model in water As a result of a light
tap on the bow.
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Figure X . Vibrations of the bow for fin (eff. AR s 4.0) mounted on the
base line in waves of A *» 5.0 ft. and 2h a 2.5 in. without
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Figure XI • Vibrations of the bow for fin (eff. ARs4.0) mounted at
the base line in waves of A « 6.0 ft. and 2hs2.3 in.
without (A) and with (B) boundary layer control.
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Figure XII* Vibrations of the bow under the same wave conditions
(A«6.0 ft. and 2h* 2.0 in.) for (a) fin of eff. AR * 4.0
and 2.12% of the water plane area with no boundary layer
control, (B) fin (A) with boundary layer control, and
(C) fin of eff. AR«1.37 and 5.95% of the water plane
area with no boundary layer control. Both fins were



























































Figure XVII. Vibrations of the bov; for 1'in (erf. ARs 2.0) mounted 3 inches
below the baseline in waves of A« 6.0 ft. and 2h s 2.0 in.
without (a) nnd with (B) boundary layer control.
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Figure XVIII .librations of the bow for fin (eff. AR=2.0) mounted 3 in.
below the baseline in waves of A*6.0 ft. and 2hr0.8
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View of AR= 4.0 fin showing, full bubble formation for












A„ Manufacture and installation
The fin with an effective AR » U vras manufactured from solid brass
bar stock to conform •with the section shape for the NACA-0018 airfoil,,
The dimensions of this section were reduced by 0.02 inches to allow for
the thickness of the perforated brass sheet which formed the surface of
the fin The brass sheet was first formed around the solid section,,
The end pieces and the center section were then cut from the solid air-
foil section and were soldered as ribs into the perforated sheet. The
fin had a projected area of 7.83 square inches, a total span of 5,60
inches and a chord length of I.I4. inches.
The brass sheeting was perforated with 2\\ staggered rows of holes
per inch along the span of the fin. The holes in each row were 0.023
inches in diameter and were spaced to provide 18 holes per inch along
the chord of the fin. The holes in the way of the end pieces were
sealed for a distance of 0.118 inches at the fin tips. For a distance
of about 0,2 inches from the trailing edge Uie upper and lower ed^s of 1he fin
were sealed together by solder. The fin was mounted on the model at the
forward perpendicular with the chard parallel to the base line. The
model had a bulbous bow which made a good platform upon which to mount
the fin„ A ^ inch hole was drilled in the model at an angle of 50° to
accommodate the 7/l6 inch steel tube which was soldered to the fin.
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FIGURE XXI . Sketch showing construction of the AR = 1*.0 fin
Figure XXII shows the small fin in position on the model,, The fin,
as stated previously, was mounted with the chord parallel to the base
line of the model for zero installed angle of attack „ The experimental
work was conducted with the holes in the high pressure surface sealed
with a mixture of paraffin and beeswax. The holes in the low pressure sur-
face were left open for 0.60 inches from the leading edge of the fin.
Figure XXIII shows the boundary layer control pump arrangement inside the
model. This pump was used to take a suction on the fin via the indicated
tubing. The discharge from the pump was piped overboard through a g inch
rubber tube.
The fin with effective AR = 2 was manufactured from 1 inch plexi-
glass stock to conform with the section shape for the NACA-0018 airfoil.
The dimensions of the low pressure side of the section were redticed by




View of AR= 4.0 fin installed on model
Figure XXIII
View of the interior of the model
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The fin had a projected area of 32 square inches with a total span of 8
inches and with a chord length of h inches. A ^ inch section was pro-
vided in the center to mount the fin on the model » The upper part of
the fin was hollowed by milling % inch from the thickest section. This
provided a chamber inside the fin from which a suction could be taken
from the low pressure surface through a -§• inch aluminum tube. (See Figure
XXIV)
„ After hollowing out the inside of fin, the perforated brass sheet
was shaped to conform with the section and was cemented to the low pres-
sure surface with Duco cement. The trailing part of the low pressure sur-
face was then covered with thin strips of rubber tape to a point 1.U5
inches from the leading edge.
0.020"BRfrSS SUtET
FIGURE XXIV . Sketch showing construction of the AR - 2.0 fin
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When installed, the fin was mounted approximately 3 inches belovr
base line and parallel to it. A sheet metal fairing was formed around
the vertical leading edge of the supporting strut and tube connection
so that the low pressure surfaces on each side of the model were separated
from one another, (see Figure XXVI) „ The \ inch aluminum tube on the
fin was connected by a short length of \ inch rubber tubing to the 7/l6
inch steel tube that passed through the hole in the model. The arrange-
ment of tubes and pump as shown in Figure XXIII was the same as for the
ARJ4 fin.
B. Details of model instrumentation
The model used for this thesis was MIT Model B. It is a model
of a 17,800 ton ocean going passenger ship operating_in the North Atlantic*
( K= 100) (Table XXXIV). Figure XXIII shows an interior view of the
model with the covers removed,, Figure XXV shows the model in the towing
tank. It should be noted that a standard towing bracket is used to tow
the model. The vertical wood stick having a white stripe on a black
background was marked in one inch increments and was installed amidships.
This stick provided the record of model motions that could be seen in
the photographs.
Referring to Figure XXIII the following items are installed in
the model:
1„ The steel bar with four strain gages connected in a full bridge
which measured the transverse bow vibrations Ysee Figure II, reference
(15) o The bow was "tuned" (l£) to vibrate in water at approximately
23 vibrations per second.
2. The inboard arrangement of the 7/l6 inch steel and \ inch




Model in the Towing Tank with "fishing pole" attached.
Figure XXVI
Fin of eff. AR 2.0 installed on the model with arrangement used for




View of the dynamometer end of the Towing Tank
Figure XXVIII
Baldwin Strain Indicator and fin mounted on the apparatus used to
measure the lift versus angle of attack.
5 8

3. The suction pump which was an Eastern Industries Model A-l pump,
It has a maximum capacity of In 5 GPM and is driven by a 113> volt AC-DC
motor.
C. Description of the apparatus for calibrating fins
Four SR-li Type A-7 strain gages, connected in a full bridge, were
attached to a 1" x ^ aluminum bar, (Figure XXVIII) . This arrangement
compensated for temperature variations and measured only vertical shear





FIGURE XXIX. Sketch of strain gage arrangement
The strain gages were waterprpofed by layers of a paraffin and beeswax
mixture covered by the thick layer of vaseline „ This method, carefully
done, was found to be very effective
„
The apparatus resembled a large M L" with the fin attached to the
end of the horizontal aluminum bar which, in turn, was attached to a
vertical 1^- inch diameter steel bar 33 inches long. The fin angle of
-59-

attack was indicated by putting 5° scribe narks on a copper sheet, the
center of vrhich was the center of rotation. Pumping, or suction, in this
case, was accomplished by connecting ^ inch rubber tubing from the fin
to a 7/l6 inch steel tube tied to the aluminum bar The steel tube in
turn was connected to the vacuum pump by ^ inch rubber tube. Figure XXX




TUBt TO VACUUM PUMP
TUfttTOFIN
s
FIGURE XXX . Sketch of calibration apparatus
A sheet metal fairing was constructed to separate the two ends of
the fin to simulate the same water flow pattern that occurred on the
model
o
When taking lift measurements, the apparatus was clamped by a
vise at the top of the propeller tunnel so the fin was suspended in the
center of the test section,,
The lift force on the fin was measured by the strain gages which
were connected to a Type K Baldwin Strain Indicator., The suction was ac-
complished by the use of the vacuum pump available near the propeller
=60-

tunnel. The operation of the propeller tunnel is described in (ll).
D. Details of Towing Tank instrumentation
A general description of the towing tank is given in (li). Because
the MIT towing tank does not, at the present time, have a towing carriage
a "fishpole" arrangement as shown in Figure XXV was used. The electrical
connections for the pump motor and the strain gages were led through
long cables from a ll£ volt, 60 cycle, AC wall socket and the Sanborn
Recorder respectively, via the "fishpole" to the model.
The speed and the transverse bow vibrations of the model were re-
corded on each of two channels of the Sanborn Recorder installed at the
tank. The Sanborn Recorder is constructed so a full bridge strain gage
arrangement can be connected directly to it. The speed signal from the
photoelectric cell is fed to the recorder through the electronic E-Put
meter and an integrator.
The photographic procedure for determining model heave and pitch
is described in (19). The Graphic View II Camera by Graphlex, Inc. was
carefully mounted at the side of the tank and focused on the model at-
tached to the towing cord. Kodak Royal Pan hn x 5M sheet film was used
and the lens opening was set a f-32. During each run, the towing tank
was darkened, the camera shutter was opened, and as the model passed the
camera a strobotac with strobolume was used to obtain a series of pic-
tures of the model motions as it moved across the negative- (Figure XXXI),
The photographs were then processed and the motions were measured from
the negatives.
When motion pictures of the fin were taken, a super speed 16 nn.
Bell and Howell Film Automatic Cine Camera was used. This camera takes




Photographic method used to determine pitch and
heave of the model
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a battery of four flood lamps mounted so they illuminated the water be-
hind the glass panel in the side of the towing tank. During each run$
one man with the Gamera sat behind this glass and photographed the fin




SUMMARY OF DATA AND CALCULATIONS




Max, Beam 69.6 Ft,
Max. Draft 28.677 Ft
Displacement 17,800.0 Tons
Radius of gyration 0.25 L = 120.2 Ft.
Designed speed 17.5 Kts.
LCB as % LBP from $ 0.
Station S B £/b
95.9 0.87 109.6
2 621 ,0 28.2 21.05
k 1351 »0 55. 2li.55
6 l830oO 67.7 27.05
8 1970.0 69.6 28.35
10 1980.0 69.6 28. Ii5
12 1963.0 69.6 28.08
1U 1798.0 69.2 26.00
16 131+0.0 6o,JU 22.20
18 6U7»0 39d 16.59




Calculation of values of sines and cosines
for equation (l) for heave
z\= 600 Ft. Heave (wave crest at station 11)
Station X 2ttx Deg. sin^JE cos 2^ x
ta$* 1+.31+5 21+8.9 -.93358 -.35837
2 366,8 3.81+0 219.9 -.61+279 -.76601+
h 318.6 3.335 191.1 -.19766 -.98027
6 270.1+ 2.831 162.2 .3051+2 -.95213
8 222.2 2.326 133.2 .72897 -.681+55
10 17U.09 1.823 101+.1+ .96815 -.25038
12 125.91 1.308 75.5 .96815 .25038
11* 77.75 0.8ll+ 1+6.6 .72657 .68709
16 29.55 0.309 17.7 .3031+8 o95275
18 -18.62 -0.195 -11.17 -.19366 .98107














Calculation of values of sines and cosines
for equation (l) for pitch

































































Ship speed and frequency
A - 600 Ft.
Vg 11.0 (Equivalent to model speed using
small fins and constant tow force
of 17.5 knot still water speed)

















































2l*.95 3.830 .030 -
.757 .00793 .00311 .05
2 808.69 .768 .983 0.96 795.2 1.280 .503 .1*83
1* 1577.20 .856 1.917 1.11 3025.0 2.239 .879 .976
6 191*1.1*3 .91*3 2.361 1.25 1*583.3 2.501* .983 1.229
8 1995.90 .987 2.1*27 1.1*0 1*81*1*.
2
2.1*58 .965 1.351
10 1995.90 .992 2.1*27 1.1*5 1*81*1*. 2 2.1*1*6 .961 1.529
12 1995.90 .983 2.1*27 1.39 1*81*1*. 2 2.1*68 .969 1.31*7
lb 1981* .1*1* .906 2.1*13 1.17 1*788.6 2.663 1.01*6 1.221*
16 1732.09 .771* 2.106 0.97 361*8.2 2.722 1.069 1.037
18 1121.27 .578 1.360 0.79 1528.8 2.360 .927 .732
20 171*. 93 .01*5 0.213 37.21 1.838 1.15
TABLE VII
Calculation of I in equations (2) and (3)
K ~ 600 Ft. Heave




sin2 TTx (3) =(l)x(2) SM (3)±(U)
0.1*35 -.93358 -.1*061 1 -.1*061
2 llwlO -.61*279 -9.0633 1* -36.2532
1* 27.50 -.19766 -5.1*356 2 -10.8712
6 33.85 .3051*2 10.3385 1* 1*1.351*0
8 31*. 80 .72897 25.3682 2 50.7361*
10 31*. 80 .96815 33.6916 1* 131*. 7661*
12 31*. 80 .96815 33.6916 2 67.3832
11* 3l*o6o .72657 25.1393 1* 100.5572
16 30.20 .3031*8 9.1651 2 18.3302
18 19.55 -.19366 -3.7861 1* -12.11*1*1*





Calculation of II in equations (2) and (3)








^7T^ K2Ki, 1 K2KU ^ S
2S (l)x(2)x(3) SM U)x(5)
-.U06l 1 60.95 7.80 -3.166 1
-3.1W*
2 -9.0633 • 39U 1.39U 395.329 19.85 -250.789 h -1003.156
h -5.1356 .625 1.625 860.01*7 29.35 -259.21,1, 2 -518. 1,88
6 10.3385 .718 1.71*8 116U.978 3U.15 61 7. 11,8 h 21,68.592
8 25.3682 .813 1.813 1251*.102 3li.U2 1629.056 2 3258.112
10 33.6916 .920 1.920 1260. I468 35.50 2296.U19 h 9185.676
12 33.6916 .810 1.810 121,9. 61,6 35.35 2155.706 2 U311.U12
111 25.1393 .738 1.738 III4U.607 33.81 lU78.51a U 591U.1614
16 9.1651 .6U7 1.617 853.01,1, 29.22 W,1.07l* 2 882.11,8
18 -3.7861 .530 1.530 1,12.389 20.31 -117.650 h -li70.600
20 -1.961,6 ]
-.39 2.390 5.060 2.25 -10.612 1 -10.612
Sum = 21^01^.101
TABLE IX
Calculation of IH in equations (2) and (3)





(2) (3) (h) (5)
Station f ai„2£* 1+*2K1, s (l)x(2)x(3) SM U)x(5)
-.1,061 1 95.5 -38.782 1 -38.782
2 -9.0633 1.39h 621.0 -78U5.863 h -31383. U52
h -5.1*356 1.625 1351 -11933.180 2 -23866.360
6 10.3385 1.71*8 1830 33071.207 h 132281*. 828
8 25.3682 1.813 1970 90605.316 2 181210.632
10 33.6916 1.920 1980 128081.987 h 5123147.91*8
12 33.6916 1.810 1963 119707.266 2 239ltU.532
1U 25.1393 1.738 1798 78558. liOl h 31U233.60U
16 9.1651 1.61,7 13U0 20227.191 2 1,01,51*. 382
18 -3.7861 1.530 61,7.8 -3752.532 h -15010.128





Calculation of IV in equations (2) and (3)
\ = 600 Ft. Heave






























































































(7) (8) (9, (10) (11)
Station
^2ttS
(5)x(7) (l+K2Kl4 ) (8)x(9) SM (io)x(:
.01*083 .0528 1.0 .0528 1 .0528
2 .0160 2.333 1.391* 3.2522 1* 13.2088
k .0108 3.991 1.625 6.1*851* 2 12.9708
6 .00933 1.936 1.71*8 3.381*1 1* 13.5361*
8 .008992 .223 1.813 .1*01*3 2 .8086
10 - 1.920 1*
12 .008992 .0976 1.810 .1766 2 .3532
lit .0091*0 1.3920 1.738 2.1*119 1* 9.6772
16 .010901 1*. 0395 1.61*7 6.6530 2 13.3060
18 .010567 U.U9U8 1.530 6.8770 1* 27.5080
















Calculation of V in equations (2) and (3)
A = 600 Ft. Heave
V = j |(lHWi> fl cos^ *c
(1) (2) (3) (1*)
^
(VrK2%) (l)x(2) SM (3)xU
1.291* 1.0 1.291* 1 1.291*
ll*5.835 1.391* 203.293 1* 813.172
36^.553 1.625 600.521* 2 1201.01*8
207.522 1.71*8 362.71*8 1* 11*50.992
2U.751 1.813 1*1*. 873 2 89.71*6
1.920 1*
10.856 1.810 19.61*9 2 39.298
11*8.129 1.738 257.1*1*8 1* 1029.792
370.567 1.61*7 610.321* 2 1220.61*8
286. 81*1 1.530 1*38.867 1* 1755.1*68





2TTX / r 1
^>\dx in equation (3)
A - 600 Ft. Pitch
(1) (2) (3) (1*) (5)
Station 5
1 dS




21*0.95 -2.61*3 238.31 -.93358 .35891
2 192.76
-U.298 188.1*6 -.61*279 .76530
1* 11*1*. 57 -l*.36i* 11*0.21 -.19766 .98121*
6 96.38 -2.01*9 91*. 33 .3051*2 .95231
8 1*8.19 -0.331 1*7.86 .72897 .68561
10 O .96815 .21*925
12 -1*8.19 .397 -1*7.79 .96815 -.21*925
11* -96.38 1.983 -91*. 1*0 .72657 -.68561
16 -11*1*.57 1*.099 -11*0.1*7 .3031*8 -.95231
18 -192.57 l*.76l -188.00 -.19366 -.98121*






Station {%) (3)x(U) from (6)x(7) (3)x(8)
Table






-36.2532 1*3.1630 81 31*. 1*990
-1*. 961*3 -10.8712 53.9679 7566.8393
3.1180 1*1.3$ko 128.91*18 12163.0800
8
.91*05 50.7361* 1*7.7176 2283.7613
10
.2571* 131**76614 31*. 6889
12
-.2571* 67.3832 -17.31*1*1* 828.8889
H*
-.91*36 100.5572 -91*. 885 7 8957.2101
16
-3.1379 18.3302 -57.5183 8079.5956
18 5.0668 -i2.iii*i* -61.5332 11568.21*16




" JfCirtgV J fain^S tr dV in equation (3)





Table (3) Table (l)x(2)x(3)





-1*. 961*3 11*0.21 360890.725












18 -1*70,600 5.0668 -188,00 Ul*827l*.720









) S sin2Tx ^± §) ^ ±n equation (3)
X = 600 Ft, Pitch
(1) (2) (3)
Station (l*)x(5) Table (6) Table (3) Table (l)x(2)x(3)
-38.782 -.3810* 238.31 3552.68




-U. 961*3 11*0.21 16597660,20
6 132281*. 828 3oll80 91*. 33 38932695.
M
8 181210.632 .9105 17.86 8153276.20
10 5l23i*7.9l*8 .2571*
12 239l*llu532 -.2571* -1*7.79 2971*821.31
Ik 311*233. 60l* -.91*36 -9l*.i*0 27990621.1*1
16 U0h^lio382 -3.1379 -11*0.1*7 1781*31*1*1.57
18
-15010 cl28 5.0668 -188.00 11*307055.68















































































(1+K2V ft, oos£P ($ + k at)* in equation (3)
A = 600 Ft. Pitch
(1) (2) (3)
Station (3)x(^)Table (3)Table (it) Table (l)x(2)x(3)
1.29U 238.31 2.605U 800.952
2 813.172 188.U6 .81*03 128775.992
h 1201. 0U8 1U0.21 .1967 33107.287
6 1^50.992 9U.33 -.3203 -U3872.3UU
8 89.7li6 U7.86 -1.0636 -U567.771
10 -3.8680
12 39.298 -U7.79 3.8680 -7267.806
111 1029.792
-9h*h0 1.0595 -102996.501
16 1220. 6U8 -1U0.U7 .3203 -5h920.lh7
















(D(3.lUl6) - Oo3h9 x 10-U
36 x 10U





g = 6U LB/n 3






















d = D = p
J
(SK2%)^








































































































Sura = 30,235c 79 Sum = -60,397.28






rf values of coefficient (b) in equation (l)















































































































































Calculation of values» for deterrrlining coe fficients c and g in equat:
A- 600 Ft. Heave



















































































Sum = 1611.37 Sum = -II80U.13
Sum r 2 0,961*, 230,
6
TABLE XXI












\ = 600 Ft, Heave



























-I48.19 -1235 cllxl0-2 595.20
-96.38 -5306,68x10-2 511U.89
•1U».38 -3621*. 37x1 0-2 5239.22















(2) (3) (U) (5)




= 8,30 (2) x) SM (3)x(i*) (3)x(U)x \
1*8.19
-S$ -U.565 -1099 o9U 1 -1099.91* -265030.51*
2
-.95 -7»885 -1519.91 1* -6079.61* -1171911 o 1*1
U -1.50 -12.1*5 -1799.90 2 -3599.80 -5201*23 . 09
6 -1.00 -8.30
-199.9$ 1* -3199.80 -308396.72
8 -.60
-U.98 -239.79 2 -1*79.58 -23110,96
10 1*
12 .70 5,81 -279.98 2 -559.96 26981*. 1*7
lU .90 7.U7 -719.96 1* -2879.81* 277558.98
16 1.25 10.375 -11*99.91 2 -2999,82 1*33683.98
18 1.05 8.72 -1680 o 00 I* -6720.00 12 91*000 > 00






= 68,1*53 = 8
TABLE XXII






2^>gh T(I) - tf (ID h (III) UVg ,
} _
F = (16.06)(1066) T 35l.5-C8.22U x 10-3)(2U011*.;i)+(0.3lj9 x 10-lj) (131,9609.87)
+ (-0,2629) (96o0576) - (-7oUU5 x 10-U) (7971.215)"]
F = 3 tll2 ,066.33 Lbs,
PITCH
_ 3
f?f?»[(i)f(^I*)ax-^(n)f(^I^)ax + ljtr (iii)|(f +




M * 17,119.96 60,177.08 - (.0082) (2,878,9*2) 4- (.31*9 x 10"1*)
(133,8*1,1*67) + (.263) (21*68,6*) - (88,222.2) (7.1*1* x lOrh)
M = 696, 0*1*, 1*31. 3 Ft, -Lbs.
TABLE XXIII
Final calculation of values of coefficients of equation (l)
CONSTANTS
a = m +. f \ &K2*h
d ?
m = (17.800) (22^0 ) = ! 238 260 Lb ° s« c °
2
32.2 ' Ft.
p \ 8X2% d^ = (16. 06) (1. 9876)(302,3*0, 79)
= 96*,1*2.30 Lb ° sa c *
2
Ft.
a = 2,203,1*12 Lb « Sec '
2
Ft.




J = mr2 r = 0,2*L
J = (l,238,260)(U8l.9) 2 = 17,970,867,380 Lb. Se c. 2 Ft.
\ SK2 Kj, f
2 d^ = (1.9876) (16.06) (27U,539,678)
= 8, 763,581,12*. 28 Lb. Sec. 2 Ft.
A = 17,970,867,380 + 8,763,*8l,12*
A = 26,73l*,i*l*8 5 800 Lb. Sec. 2 Ft,














b = 8214,895 Lb * Sec>
Ft.
B = JH(J>^2^ - 2VSD - VsA2 d(SK2KU)





Vs pU 2 d(SK2 Ki4 ) = (I8.579)(31.92)(68,lt53.8)
= 1*0,595,970.0
B = 9,991,112,U25 Lb, Sec. Ft.
2





d^j = (-11.87) (31.92) (881*1.135)
=
-11,816,095.2
Vs j^d(SK2Ki,) = (-18.579)(31.92)(28,968.38)
=
-17,179,1*08.0752
E = 5,363,313 Lb. Sec,
e = j N(^d^ - 2VS ^> \ (SK2KU ) d ^" - Vs f Ud(SK2KU )
(N(f)^d^ = -11,816,095
Vs pUd(SK2Kji ) = -17,179,210.









c = p g \ Bd? = (31.92)(32. 2)(l6ll. 37)
c = 1,656,198.0 Lb. Ft.
C =
f g
( B^ 2 df - VgE
= (1027.82) (20, 961,230.6) - (18.579) (5,363,11*6)
C = 21,UU7,8lU,000 Lb. Ft.
g = pg C B? d^ - Vsb = (1027. 82) (-1180k.13) - (18.579) (82*4,895)






Calculation of heave and pitch for ship without fins




Q = -d 2^ 4- jeuJc+g




P = (-2,203,386) (.60372) -V- j(82l*,895)(0.777) + 1>656,198
P = 325,951i4- J 6i|0,9li3
Q = (2,151,388. 5)(Oo60372)4j(-30,ii99,95ii)(0. 777) -27,1459,070
Q = -26,160,23*4 - 23,698,U6U
R = 1,298,836.26+- j(5,363,lU6)(. 777) - 12,132,520.9
R =
-10,833,68U.6U + j U,l67,l6U
S = (-26,73ii,W*8,OCO) (60372) + j(9,991,112,UOO)(.777) + 21, I4I47, 81*4,000
S = 5,307,693,000 4- j 7,763,0914,335
QR = (-26,160, 23U - j 23,698 ,U6U)(-10,833,68I*.6l4 4-j 14,167,16)4)




PS = ( 325, 95U+- 3 6U0,9U3) (5,307,693,000 + j 7,763,09^,335)
PS = -3,2^.691*6 x 10l 2
-f j 5,932.31*03 x 1012






= 6827 x 1012 /.tan"1 1.782_
= 6827 x IQl2 / -60.7°
= (j 696, 051*,l*3l) (-26,160,231* - j 23,698,14614)
- (3,112,066) (5,307,693,000 - j 7, 763,091;, 335)
=
-22.1*70 x IQl2 - j U2, 368. 209 x 1012
/"
MQ - FS
5.01*9 x 1026 -f 17.9506 x 1032
1*2,370 x lOl2 /tan-1 l885_
1*2.370 x 1012 / 270°
g = li2370 /270
6827 / -6O.70
2 = 6.2062 Ft. /-29.3
22 = 12. Ul Ft./-29^3l
9 = FR -
QR - PS
FR - MP = (3,112,066) (-10,833,681* + j 1*,167,161*)
- (j 696, 051* ,1*31) (325,95U+ j 61*0,91*3)
= 1*12.1*161 x IQl2 - j 213.9132 x IQl2
= 1/170,087.015+ 1*5758.861 x 1012
FR - MP = U6U.7 x 1012 /tan-1 0.5186 = 27.1*°
9 = ^l*.7 /
27ol+








Calculations of effect of hydrofoil on the ship motions for effective
fin AR = U.O
F. = hQl^k (9 -Z - 914 Vw J AVg 2
A = Area of hydrofoil - 2(l.lQ(2.8)(lO,OQO)
lUii
= thh.hh Ft. 2
Vs = 18.579 Ft. /Sec.
For infinite wing section: ( j °L | = 5.73
For finite aspect ratio ' "& C* \->o< /»o
1 4- iS^?
*&-.= -im = 3.9U
^* 1 5-73
wrun
\ - 600 Ft.
(1} \Ql\ (3.9378)(5UU.UXl8.579) 2 \





Z = 6.2062 Ft. /-29.3°_
Z = 6.2062 cos (uJe t - 29.3°)
dZ = - 6.2062 e sin ( 9t - 29.3°)
dt
= 3.9017° /88.I = 0.06807 rad /88.H
= .06807 cos (U) 9t 4 88.10)
d®
=
-0.06807tL) e sin ( 60 at 4 88.1°)
uX
C0 9 = 0.770 rad/sec.
-81-




= (6.2062) (0.777) = U.822 Ft. /sec.
°^| = (0.06807) (0.777) = 0.05289 rad/sec.
dt 1 max
tan-1 1Z1 = ^.822
~ WSI9 tan"
1 0.&9$h = lh.S5° = 0.25U rad
Phase
- L = - 29.34 90 + 180 = 2ii0.7°
Vs
Assvuning fin is mounted at the forward perp.




= (0. 05289) (21|0. 95) = ftco = .603 rad
IF379
















cos] 2 -775 - .010U75^e t + 1.5708
(Ii.8I*)(0.7U05) cos (1*.3U58 - 0.010U75<^ 9 t)
J
V. = 3.58U cos (2U9.11 - 0.010li75^et)
tan-1 V.JL\ = tan-1 3.58U = 10.90 s 0.1902 rad.
Vs max 18.579
Phase = 2h9.ll
Calculation of virtual mass of fin:
mi c
2 a2b2




Model: a = (2)(2.8)
2






irl . 2 = 1,96 in. 2T" -I
Shio: a2 = 313600 = 2177.77
v2 - 19600 » 136.11b
- mnrrni) -ir-
a2b2 = 296,Ul6.3
mi = (l.9875H2T) (296,Ul6.3)
U6) 136:11" "2177.77
V ~T- + IT"
mi = 76,917.17 Lb. sec.
2




AJ = (76,917.17) (2it0.95) 2 = 558,196,555.9 Eb. aec. 2 Ft. = AA
F-, = 0.73581 xl06 I Q
-L. - h + Y-)1
V vs 7; Vs j
Ag
= 0.7358lx 106




* 106 = -0.03960x106
AE . .n^^ . .9 ;5W6 x io6
Ae - -9.5i»26 x 106
Ab = (-9.5U26 x 106)(2U0.95) = -2299.289U7 x 106
F' = + 0,0396 x 106 v .
ri = 9.5^26 x 106 Vw
Vw = 3.58U cos (LO Qt - 110.89) = 3.581* (cos 69.11°- 3 sin 69.11°)







_-0„ 01*9752 - j 0.132858J x 1C-6 e
J ^ e
-12.01*276 - j 32.0151 ]xl06 9 J wQt
3.112066 xlO6 - 0.01*99752 - j 1.32858] x 106
F = 3.0620908 x 106 - j 0.132858 x 106
M = j 696.0511431 x 106 +1 -12.01*276 - j 32.0151) J x 106
M = -12.01*276 x 106 | j 661*. 03903 x 106
a = 2 „ 2033 x 106 + 0.009611*61* x 106
a = 2.213 x 1G)6
A = 26,73UoUU8 x 106 + 558.196556 x 10$
A = 27292.61*5 x 10^
D = d = -2.151388 x 106
b = 82l*,895 + 39600
b = 861*, 1*95
B = 9991.1121* x 106 4- 2290.2891*7 x 106
B = 12201.1*133 x 106
E = 5.36311*6 x 106 + 9.51*26 x 106
E = ll*.9057l*6 x 106
e = -30.1*99951* x 106 + 9.51*26 x 10^
e =
-20.95735k x 106
c = 1.656198 x 106
C = 2X,Uii7o8li4 x 106 - 177.293 x 106
C = 21,270.521 x 106
g = -27. U59070 x 106 - 0.73581 x lo6




G = -12.132521 x 106
P = -au3 Q2 f j bUjQ + c
= ^-(2,213)(0.60372) + j(.86Ui95)(0.777) 4- 1.656198J x
10°"












R = (-10.833685 f J 11.581765) x 106





S = (1*793.821 f J '9U80.U95571) x 106
QR = (1*79. 98566"- j 135.09636) x 1012
PS = (-1*833.31*1* + j 6255.U232) x 1012
QR - PS = 8312 x 10° /-50.1a
MQ = (11137.021* - 3 17683.919) x 1012
FS
- (15938.675 + j 28393. 2la) x 1012
i5 - FS - U6270 x 106 /95.9l°
FR = (-31.63U997 + j 36.903758) x lO*2
MP = (-1*1*9.89936 + j 20l*.5ll*77) x 10*2
m - mp = U50.7 x 106 /-21.850











Calculations of affect of hydrofoil on ship's motions for effective
fin AR 2.0
F. = 1/2 PAV2 (e-^-L 4-^^ ^ Gl





A = ftW? x 10,000 = 2222.2 Ft. 2
F = (2.9962)(0.99U3658)(2222.2)(3li5.l8) (e-^.Lf^
V V V¥
s s s















max = (0.06807)(0.777) = 0.0^289 rad/sec,











h = 122 = 8.333 Ft.
12








cos (ui et 4- 2U9.11 ) = 2.763 cos (uj Qt + 2U9. 11°)










a = (8K1QQ) : 33.333
(2)(12)
a2 = 1111.1
b = a)(l00? = 16.666
(2H12)
b2 z 277.755
0.1031*1 x lO6 = A a
(0.1031*1) (58,056.9) x 106
6,003.567 x 106
2.285 x 106













(-29.6379 x 106 ) (21*0.95) = -711*1.252 x 1q6
0.1031*1 x 106 + 2,203386 x 106 = 2.3068 x 106
26,73l*.l*l*8 x 106 4- 6003.567 x 106 = 32,738 x 106
-2.151388 x 106
0.82U895 x 106 + 0.123 x 106 = 0,91*7895 x 106




E = 5.36311*6 x 106 + 29.6379 x 106 = 35.001 x 106
e = -30.U9995U x 106 4- 29.6379 x 106 = -0.862051* x 106
c = 1.6$6l98 x 106
C = 21,UU7.8lU x 106 - 550.61*3 x 106 = 20,897.171 x 106
g =
-27.U5907 x 106- 2.2853 x 106 = -29.7W37 x 106
F = 3.112060 x 106 - (0.123OU}(0.98Ul52) x 106 - j(0.1230l*)(2.58l77 x 106 )
F = 2.991897 x 106 - j 0.3176609 x 106
M = -29.09857 x 106 + j(696.05W*31 x 106 - 76.51*039 x 106 )
M = -29.09857 x 106 4- j 6l9.5ll*Ol*0 x 106
Calculations of Heave and Pitch
2 - MQ - PS fl - FR - MP




+ jbu) e + c






f jEuJe + G
S - -Aloq
2
+ jB(Oq f C
P = 0.263539 x 10
6 f j 0.73651U x 106
q = -28.71*1*37 x 106 - j 0.6698159 x 106
R = -10.13252 x 106 + j 27.1950 x 106
S = 1132.585 xlO6 + j 13311. 81*68 x 106
QR = 309.1*6761* x 10lZ - j 71k.9lh32 x 1012
PS = -9505.8817 x 10
12
4- j 1*31*2.351*8 x 1012
QR - PS = 9815. 3U93 x 10i2- j 5117.2691 x 1012




MQ - 1251.32361 x 1012 - j 17788. 05 x 1012
FS- 7617.2309 x 1012 + j 39U67.897 x 10*2
MQ - FS = -6365.9073 x lO*2 - j 57255. 9U x lO*2
MQ - FS = 57630 x lO*2 /-96.36
8 "- 57630 / -96.36, - 5.2012 /-68.82
11080
' J "W^
22 = 10. k Ft. /-68.82Q
FV = -21.676668 x lO*2 + j 8U.5833UU x 1012
MP S -588.85218 x 1012 + J 136.01U89 x 1012
FR - MP = 570.7 x 10l2 /-5.18
e = 57Q.7 /-5.18Q = 0#05l5 rad / 22>36o
11080 / -2735o~




Summary of theoretical calculations
Quantity No Fin Fin-AR =2.0 Fin-AR = U.O Units
a 2. 203x1 6 2.307xl06 2.213xl06 Lb. sec.
'
Ft.
Lb.sec.2FtA 26.73hxl09 32.738xl09 27.293xl09




B 9. 991x1 9 17.132x109 12. 201x10?
o
Lb. sec. Ft.
c 1.656x1 6 1.656xl06 1.656X106 Lb, Ft.
G 21.Ui8xl09 20.897x109 21. 270x1 9 Lb, Ft.
d = D -2.l5lxl06 -2. l5lxl06 -2,l5lxl0
6 Lb. sec.
^
e -30.1i99xl06 -0. 862x106 -20. 957x1
6 Lb. sec.
E 5.363x106 35.001x106 lk.906xl06 Lb. sec,
g -27.^9x106 -29.7Wixl06 -28.195xl0
6 Lb.
G -12.132x106 -12.132x106 -12.132X106 Lb.
F 3. 11 2x1 6 (2.992-j0.3l8)xl06 (3.062-j0.133)xl06 Lb.
M j696.05iixl06 (-29.0994\j6l9.5llj)xl06 (-12.0U3^66U.039)xlO6 Ft. Lb.
22 12. Ul Ft /-2S30 10. UO Ft./-68.82Q 11.1314 Ft./-hS. 53°




Wave conditions for AR = U.O fin
Wave length (Ft.) Double amplitude wave height (Ft.)










600 15.8 (Vibrations observed for all


















* Denotes wave conditions at which the model motions were photographed,
4- Vibrations observed at this wave height and above.




Summary of results for model with AR = U.O fin for varying wave lengths
Reynolds number for fin
Speed
Predicted fin angle of breakdown
Predicted fin maximum lift coefficient
(without suction)
Double wave height at which fin emerges
Measured maximum model lift coefficient
(assuming constant slope)
Measured model fin angle of breakdown
Slope of fin lift curve
Computed fin angle of attack
Ship Model
1.69 x 106 1.765 x lO1*
11 knots 1.1 knots
21.5° 80
1.2^ .65










Prom computed amp. From measured amp
Computed pitch double amplitude = 6.216°
Computed heave double amplitude = 11.13U Ft.
Ship double wave height = 16.7 Ft.
Suction rate = 0.6 GPM

























suction suction suction suction
.831 U.o 1.6 1,65 2.U0 2.1*5 .31*8 .312
l.Ol* 5.0 1.8 1.35 5.12 7.0 1.375 1.31*
1.25 6.0 2.0 1.10 8.65 7.36 1.81 1.91
1,65 8.0 2.1* 1.1*0 io.i5 9.1*8 2. 71* 2,6?




Wave length Double computed V(KTa)










































Summary of results for AR = 2.0 fin for K = 600 Ft.
Reynolds number




Predicted fin maximum lift coefficient 1.1*9
(without suction)






Measured model fin angle of breakdown Without suction With auction
15° 20°
Measured model maximum lift coefficient .570 .810
Slope of fin lift curve Measured Predicted
3.02 per radian 2.93 per radian
A, = 600 Ft,
A = 6.0
Ship speed = 11 knots
Model speed = 1.1 knots
Suction rate 2 1.35 GPM
-9U-

Sumnary of results for
TABLE XXXII
A= 600 Ft. at varying wave heights for AR = 2.0 fin
MODEL
Double Pitch double amp- Pitch* Heave double amp- Heaven- Computed hydrodynaraic
wave litude (degrees) calcu- litude (inches) calcu- angle of attack (degrees)
height With Without lated With Without lated From From







.6 2.70 2.90 1.78 .71*3 .96o' .31*9 11.7
.8 3.10 2.62 2.36 .852 .91*8 .1*8 18,9 15.6
1.0 3.50 2.87 2.91*. .91*8 .91*8 .612 21.2 19.5
1.2 3.98 3.30 3.51* 1.068 1.066 .71*3 21*. 35 23.1*
1.1* U. 30 I*. 10 1*. 12 1.25 1.27 .877 28.3 27.3
1.6 5.00 U.65L 1.72 1.31 l.U* 1.01 32.7 31.2
1.8 5.80 5.55 5.30 1.1*9 1,58 1.1k 36.1 35.1
2.0 5.95 6.05 5.88 1.80 1,68 1.27 38.6 39.0
2.2 5.95 6,1*5 6,1|8 1.88 1.73 1.1*1 1*0,3 1*2,9
2.k 5.95 6.70 7.06
SHIP
2.00 1.91* 1.53 1*2.3 1*6.8




Pitch* Heave double amp- Heave*
calcu- litude (Ft.) calcu-
lated "With Without lated
(degrees) suction suction (Ft.)
Computed hydrodynamic





5o0 2.70 2.90 1.78 S.20 8.00 2.9 16,6° 11.7
6,66 3olO 2,62 2.36 7.10 7.95 InO 18,9 15.6
8.33 3.50 2.87 2. 91* 7.90 7.90 5.1 21.2 19.5
10.0 3.98 3.30 3.51* 8.90 8.90 6,2 21*. 35 23.1*
11.65 In 30 InlO Inl2 10.1*0 10.65 7.3 28.3 27.3
13.35 5.00 ln85 In 72 10.9 12.00 8.1* 32.7 31.2
15.00 5.80 5.55 5.30 12. k 13.20 9.5 36.1 35.1
16.69 5.95 6.05 5.88 15.0 11*. 10.6 38.6 39.0
18.35 $><& 6.1*5 6,1*8 15.7 11*. 1* 11.7 1*0.3 1*2.9
20.0 5.95 6.70 7.06 16.7 16.2 12.8 1*2.3 1*6.8
*Based upon the assumption that the slope of the lift curve line is constant
for all fin angles of attack.
Note: (l) No transverse bow vibrations were recorded on ships double wave
heights below 11,63 Ft,
(2) Minor transverse bow vibrations were recorded at ship double wave
heights 13»35 and above,




Summary of descriptive data for NACAO0Q.8 airfoils used in this thesis
Aspect Thickness Computed Half Chord Proj.area Chord length
ratio chord p ClA span suction taken







3o93 2.8 to. l.Uln. 7o83 in, 2 0.6 in,
2.98' k M h " 32 M 1.U5 "
Max. suction rate Position installed Construction material
Small fin 0.6 GPM
Large fin 1.35 GPM
At baseline Brass stock +
brass sheet
3 in. below baseline Plexiglass stock f
brass sheet
TABLE XXXIV










Resonant frequency s>£ bow
Fin Reynold^ number @59°F
Effective AR = k,0













1.765 x loh (FW)





Mi 036' Ft .2






1.69 x 106 (SW)
U.8U x 106 (SW)
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B . Adjustment of radius of gyration of the model
The radius of gyration of the model was selected to be 25 per cent
of the ships length „ This was because , in the absence of specific infor-
mation concerning the actual distribution of weights on the ship proto-
type, experience has shown that for ships of this type,, the computed
radius of gyration lies between 23L and „27L Therefore, a selected
value of ,25)1 was considered reasonable
„
After the model had been weighed and trimmed, the radius of gyra-
tion could be adjusted by moving fore and aft equal ballast weights
longitudinally equal distances from the center of gravity,, The method
used was as follows:
The model was suspended fore and aft by two springs of equal





FIGURE XXXII c Description of notation in the calculation
of model radius of gyration
The equation of vertical motion, neglecting damping is:




The aquation of rotational motion about the CG is
2
J ±iL + 2 kL 2 9 = o
dt2 1
Changing to complex notation:
-muOy y f 2ky =
-Ju>Q
2 6 { 2kGL
]






iius of gyrati on 7 =


















where fy = frequency of heave
fe - frequency of pitch
L]_ = 1/2 DHL
Consequently,, when the frequency of heave was equal to l/2 the fre«
queney of pitch s the radius of gyration was 2%% LWL
=98=

G, Sample calcuation of lift coefficient
This calculation is for the AR = 2 fin with boundary control suction
at the rate of 2.06 GPM an area Suction was taken over a chord distance
1.U5 in. fron the leading edge.
TABLE XXXV
Strain readings and resultant lift coefficients
Angle of Readings in Average Hose Corrected
attack microinche s/inch reading correction reading Lift CL
6 6 6 6 0.01*32 0.0583
5 3$ 3h 3U.5 -6.5 28.0 0.202 0„272
10 6U 6U 6U -12,0 52.0 0.37U 0.505
15 ioU 10U 10U -i8.5 85 o
5
0.616 0.831
20 12U 131 127o5 ~2l*.5 103.0 0.71*0 1.005
25 119 119 119 -30.5 88.5 0.637 0,860
30 12U 119 121.5 -35.0 86.0 0.619 0.835
35 lob 10U 10U -38.0 66.0 0.1*75 0.61*1
1*0 105 112 108.5 -37.0 71.5 0.515 0.695
U5 109 109,0 -32.0 77.0 0.555 0.750
In Table XXXV the strain was read on the Baldwin Strain Indicator
as the fin angle of attack was increased from 0° to 1*5° and also as the
angle was decreased from 1*5° to 0o o The results of the two runs were then
averagedc This reading still had to be corrected for the influence of the
steel tube which was tied to the aluminum bar This correction was ob-
tained by changing the fin angle of attack by 10° increments with the fin
in water and then plotting the results (Figure VI). With the corrected
readings the strain gage calibration curve was entered and the lift was
obtained. The calibration curve was obtained by hanging weights on the
bar in air and observing the strain indicated for a known weight. With
the known lift at each angle of attack Gj, was obtained using Equation (l5)o
For an angle of attack equal to 20°, the readings in microinches per
inch were 121* and 131 • The average reading was 127.5 microinches per inch.
-99=

The hose correction from Figure VI at 20° is -2U.!?. Therefore, the cor-
rected reading is 127c£ - 2h £ s 103.








L = olhO lbs.








D o Sample calculation of hydrodynamic fin angle of attack from ship motions
The sample calculation made here is for the AR « 2.0 finned model,
scaled to prototype dimensions, operating in waves for A/L = 1.25
and a double wave height of L0 inches. For the prototype this wave height
is equivalent to a single amplitude value of U.166 Ft.
From the theoretical calculations for a A/L = 1„2£ and a single
wave height amplitude - 8 33 Ft. the following information is available:
9 = 2.95° = Oo05l5 radians; phase = 22 .36°
i " £.20 Ft.} phase = -68.82c-
V =2.73 Fto/sec; phase = 2U9.11°
=100-

If it is assumed that heave and oitch amplitudes at constant speeds
vary linearly with wave height and that the phase relationships are un-
changed
s
for a lj,l66 Ft, wave the above values become:
6 = (h.l^)(2.9g°) r lol4? = Oo0257 radians; phase = 22.36°
8,33
3 = [Hffl (5o20) = 2 o60 Ft. 5 phase = -68,82°
Vw = ^.166) (2o763) = lo38 Pt.j phase = 2U9.11
(8,33)
Next it is necessary to determine the hydrodynamic angle of attack




9 = 0.257 radians; phase = 22,36°
tan-l " S - t.n"l - ™iL = tarl - «>.02S7)(0 .777)(2U0. 9 )
Vs vg 18,579
= tan-l - 0.258 = -1U.U7 = -0,253 radians
phase = 90° + 22, 360 = 112,36°
tan-l - I- = tan-l - 'H, - tan"l . (2,60)^,777)^^-1^^00v
s TJ— ~ 18,579 '
= -6,23° = -0,110 radians
phase - 90o - 68,82° - 21.18°
tan-l Vw = tan-l hM— = tan-l o,07U3
V" 18,579v
s
r Uo25° = 0.7U5 radians
phase 2U9oll°
These four vectors are plotted and added graphically in Figure V, The
resulting hydrodynamic angle of attack = 15.1°.
-101-

Because of the linearity of model motions with wave height, this
procedure can be repeated for any ware height desired. The results are
also plotted on this figure.
The values of hydrodynamic angles of attack for the measured motions
are also plotted in the same fngure. For these calculations the measured
values of heave and pitch were used, although the phase relationships
were assumed to be the same as the computed values.
E> Sample calculation of bow immersion
Wave height at which bow immerges for AR2 fin operating in regular
waves 600 feet long at a ship speed equal to 11 knots.
The model depth at the bow scaled to ship size was determined to be
50. k. feet.
The freeboard is equal to the depth minus draft:
Frbdi = D-H = ^O.h - 28.67 = 21.73 feet
To determine the wave height (h) at which the bow will immerge
is computed by equation (ll)
h"B - 91 - 8 = HB
solved for (HB ) = 21.73 feet
where hB , 91 and 2 are the instantaneous drafts at bow due to wave height,
pitch, and heave respectively, measured from the load waterline.
For simplicity, any value of wave height can be selected and the re-
sulting three components added. Since the draft at the bow is a linear
function of wave height, the original wave height selected can be modi-
fied to balance the above equation.
r
Therefore, for h = 8.33 feet with the wave crest at station 11,





9 = .0^23 radians phase = 22.36°
61 = (.0523) (21*0. 9) = 12.61 ft. phase - 22.36©
2 = 7.25 ft. phase - 68.820
The abore three rectors added in equation (ll) . We find HB max Z 22.6 Ft,
The bow will immerge when h = (8.33) 21 ' 7^ = 8.0 Ft. or
22.6
2h = 16 ft.
The wave height of fin emergence can be computed in a similar way except





A. Boundary laytr separation
Reference (8) discusses the influence of Reynolds number on the
boundary layer separation by an airfoil. Reference (l6) discusses the
modifications of the boundary layer that result from using suction slots
at various locations on an airfoil surface. The tests made in this thesis
were conducted at Reynolds numbers below the critical value for the NACA
0018 fin of 1 x 1(P. At these low Reynolds numbers, at low angles of
attack, the flow over most of top surface is laminar. As the angle of
attack is increased, the pressure distribution over the fin chord is
sueh that it decreases to a minimum at a point near the leading' edge
after which it again increases when proceeding toward the trailing edge.
This increasing pressure gradient causes the water in the laminar
boundary layer to fail to flow with consequent separation and reduction
in fin lift. The point at which this occurs, called the laminar sep-
aration point
,
is closely behind the point of minimum pressure.
At very low Reynolds numbers the region behind the point of
ran* separation is called a transition region.tarfeule
In the tests made without suction, laminar separation at low
angles of attack had the effect of reducing the slope of the lift
curve. As the angle of attack increased the point of laminar separa-
tion moved forward further reducing the slope of the lift curve until
finally the angle of attack was sufficient for the laminar separation




Applying suction to the leading surfaee resulted in pumping off
the laminar boundary layer in the area to which suction was applied.
This delayed laminar separation in this area and reduced the transi-
tion region. The result was that suction straightened the slope of
the lift curve and increased the angle of breakdown until the suction
rate was no longer sufficient to prevent laminar separation. The
rounding of the lift curve was caused by laminar separation occurring
near to but a little behind the leading edge. As the angles of at-
tack increased, the separation point moved forward until the lift
decreased as before. Properly controlled suction applied to the selected
areas at the trailing as well as the leading edge could be expected to
delay laminar separation until the separation point was at the leading
edge after which a sharp break in the lift curve eould be expected.
At Reynolds numbers above the critical range, which would be
expected for a ship fin, a point of turbulent separation could be ex-
pected near the trailing edge. Behind this point a turbulent boundary
layer would exist which would have greater reistanee to separation than
does the laminar boundary layer. In this case, as the Reynolds number
is increased, the point of turbulent separation would move forward, thus
decreasing the transition region with resultant increase in lift and
angle of breakdown. Finally at sufficiently high Reynolds numbers, the
turbulent separation point would occur at the same point as the laminar
separation point. This causes a very sharp break in the lift curve.
B. Yortex ventilation
In the pitching cycle when the bow is pitching down, the effective
angle of attack for the fin is large. Accompanying this high angle of
-105-

attack are vortices and flow separation. Since the fin is near the sur-
face (or has actually penetrated the surface) in the above condition,
air enters the vortices and forms a fully ventilated bubble on the low
pressure surface of the fin. This bubble is an air bubble surrounded
by a film of water in such a manner that the water does not touch the
upper surface of the fin.
At much lower angles of attack and speed* , these air bubbles
would form in the vortices trailing the fin. However as speed and
angle of attack increase the bubbles travel forward along a helical
path inside the vortices until they reach the fin when flow separation
takes place. The resultant full bubble formation causes a large reduc-
tion in the lift of the fin. Figure XIX shows the fully developed
bubble on the fin which has been attributed to vortex ventilation.
If boundary layer separation does not occur, though vortex venti-
lation results in the formation of air bubbles aft of the fin, there
is no appreciable loss of lift. Therefore boundary layer control would
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